
 

 

 
  

 

  

            March 2023 

 

Dear MIWA Member 

 

MIWA launches special project with subsidy of software data programme to assist members   

 

As independent aftermarket workshops, MIWA members rely heavily on up to date, cost effective 
workshop software data to provide the best repair and maintenance data.  Ideally, they need access to 
technical and electrical repair information which conforms to OEM’s standards, offering maintenance 
schedules, repair manuals, repair times and electrical wiring diagrams.  
 
The use of acceptable automotive software data programmes at many member premises remains a 
challenge and for this reason MIWA decided to assist members with access to an affordable solution 
using HaynesPro, a cloud-based platform which includes Technical and Auto Electrical information that 
mechanics need to assist them to do accurate diagnostics and repairs on vehicles to manufactures 
standards.    
 
 HaynesPro has established itself as one of the leading providers of automotive software data and a 
provider MIWA has already forged a strong working relationship with. 
 
Automatically updated monthly, HaynesPro covers more than 85% of the SA car parc and provides 
information on the latest vehicle brands and models, allowing members to receive this information on 
any device including laptops, tablets, and smart phones.   
 
MIWA has accordingly launched a special project to assist members with a special subsidy for access to 
this automotive software data programme from HaynesPro.  This project will provide excellent growth 
opportunities to MIWA members and assist them in improving their service delivery and correct 
equipment utilisation, thereby ensuring the MIWA image of ‘Professionals you can trust’ is being 
maintained. 
  
The subsidy will enable MIWA to offer a 50% subsidy to members for licences in the first year and a 25% 
subsidy for the second year.  The licences will be sold on a first come first serve basis and members will 
need to be in good standing with both RMI and MIWA. Training and full-time support will be provided 
to all users through on-line sessions, face to face interaction and platforms such as WhatsApp and 
Telegram. 
 
 
 
 



 

MIWA members that qualify for this amazing offer can sign-up to the HaynesPro website on 
www.workshoppro.co.za to access a free 14-day trial. To take up this exciting offer contact the 
HaynesPro SA team on don@autobooks.co.za or call/WhatsApp on 076 251 5362.   
 
Please note that email and website addresses above does not open, and you need to open the attached 
PDF version to access.  
 
Should you need any assistance please feel free to contact your local regional MIWA representative: 

Central Region    Raymond George   060 991 7044 

Free State & N Cape   Reemo Swartz    078 182 3224 

W Cape    Brione Schoeman   071 855 8773 

E Cape & Border   Peter van Mosseveld   064 109 6426 

KZN     Wilma Oosthuizen   072 551 5387 

 
 
We are excited to be able to offer this significant value-add to our members to ensure a consistent 
standard of excellence across our accredited member base.  
 
  
 

Kind regards 

 

 

Pieter Niemand  

MIWA National Director 
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